
PICTURES SPEAK VOLUMES
Check out some before-after photos

TRAINING WORKSHOPS
Sign up for updated class schedules

FANCY MEETING YOU
Meetings where we hope to see you!

According to the American Board of
Cosmetic Surgery, typical chin surgery
involves an implant “to achieve a more
naturally attractive balance between facial
features.”

Attaining the most aesthetic outcome means
choosing an appropriate chin implant style
and size. And Implantech is likely to have
one that’s just right for your patient.

ContourFlex™ Calf Implants

When it comes to contouring calves, look no
further than Implantech for the most natural-
looking outcomes.

Our ContourFlex™ calf implants provide a
more muscular look for males, and for
women a more curvaceous shape.

Choose from three distinct styles, all of
which feature supple implants with smoother
edges for aesthetically shaped volume.
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But which chin implant makes the
most sense?

To help you navigate the various options,
we’ve put together a Chin Sizing Guide
with tips for making a good choice.
 
Table 1 – Desired Outcome features the
anterior projections of all chin implants,
followed by their lateral projections and then
vertical heights. Thus, for example, you
would note three implants that provide a 1-
cm anterior projection for your patient. You
can then easily find the other two
dimensions of each of those implants to
determine their viability.
 
Table 2 makes it easy to find an implant
with a desired anterior projection. It lists this
dimension for all chin implants from least to
greatest, regardless of style and size.

Lastly, the Chin Sizing
Guide offers “Other Desired
Characteristics” such as
upward tilt and stability to aid
your decision.
 

Do you and your patient a favor, and check
it out!

Unlike shells filled with gel or saline for
breast enhancement, our ContourFlex™
calf implants are solid yet soft to mimic large
muscles for cosmetic purposes or for
correcting deformities.

For more information on
Implantech's high-quality
ContourFlex™ calf implants,
check out our helpful
information sheet.
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